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Maximizando o valor das APIs,
desde a estratégia à
operacionalização
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Digital Transformation is still highly depending on the capacity of the organizations to
break down silos and overcome limitations of their legacy IT

90%

82%

60%

organizations face
challenges caused by
Data Silos

organizations don’t
provide a connected
user experience
across all channels

organizations claim
challenges to
introduce new
technologies due to IT
Infrastructure

Top 10 Biggest challenges to Digital Transformation
34%
Legacy
Infrastructure
and Systems

30%
Risk Mgmt,
Compliance
and/or Legal
Implications

Source: MuleSoft/Deloitte 2021 Connectivity Benchmark Report

28%

27%

27%

26%

25%

22%

Resources and Migrating Legacy Business and IT
Integrating Time Constraints Over-Reliance
Budget
Code or Apps
Alignment
Siloed Apps and
on Central IT
Allocation
Data

18%
Company
Culture and
Mindset

14%
Creating a Single
View of Our
Customers
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APIs do represent already a strategic
enabler in modern enterprises to build up
connected experiences and unlock value
from existing data

96%
organizations use APIs in
2021 – up from 80% in 2020

Characteristics of APIs in the organizations
They are used to
build integrations
They are part of dev process
for new projects

of a company’s revenue is
generated by APIs and related
implementations

Source: MuleSoft/Deloitte 2021 Connectivity Benchmark Report

51%

They are
reusable

45%

They are managed
like products
They are
discoverable

27%

53%

They are
exposed to 3rd Parties
They are
monetized

40%

28%

25%

23%
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Starting a new API program – or nurturing an existing one
requires organizations to invest on 4 main pillars

Define Strategy

Align Organization

Build Technology

Engage Ecosystem
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An effective API Strategy, closely aligned with the Digital Strategy of
your organization, improves level of success of API programs

ALIGN WITH BUSINESS GOALS

What is your winning
aspiration for your Digital
Transformation?

Understand current business capabilities, identify the business
objectives and intended market positioning, and define the
vision and principles that will guide the API program

69%
of organizations
already have a topdown Integration
and API Strategy

U N D E R S TA N D T H E E C O S Y S T E M

Where will you play? What
kind of positioning are you
aiming to have in the
marketplace?
How will you win? What
capabilities and business
models will be required to
succeed?

Who will benefit from your APIs? Who are your customers,
partners and developers? What capabilities should we have to
support them?

D E F I N E A P I VA LU E P RO P O S I T I O N
Envision the experiences to offer to the ecosystem, identify
potential API products and quantify benefits that will arise
from having data and services exposed as APIs

84%
of organizations
consider API integration
to be critical or very
critical to the business
strategy

DEFINE THE API BUSINESS MODEL
Understand how to generate revenue from APIs - directly or
indirectly - and ensure API metrics are defined at different
levels: revenue based, operational metrics and developer
based

Source: MuleSoft/Deloitte 2021 Connectivity
Benchmark Report
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The entire organization should embrace APIs
as a new vital product to enable digital
transformation at speed and unlock its full
potential to achieve a composable enterprise

65% of organizations that provide public APIs
will establish the API Product Owner role by 2021

API Strategy Leads

Independently of the API Strategy established in your
organization - focusing on internal or external services - a
governance and operating model should be clearly defined
to ensure a:

1) vision is maintained for each API domain catalog;
2) the organization is ready to scale API adoption;
3) APIs are infused as part of the delivery methodology in-

API Product Owners
Delivery Teams
(decentralized / centralized)

Delivery Enablement

API Platform Team

place.
Source: Gartner’s API Strategy Maturity Model 7

KEY FEATURES TO CONSIDER

Establishing the right technology foundations is key to ensure your
organization will not be slowed down when the time comes to scale
API driven business models

Digital strategy
enablement, including
monetization strategy

Full API Lifecycle
management, including
CI/CD automation

Security enforcement
by design and strong
focus on reliability and
performance

Foster asset reusage and
move to composable
enterprises

Availability of
connectors to configure
more and custom code
less

Empower delivery
teams to move faster
and overcome
dependencies

Discoverable API
catalogs and
compelling API Portals

Deployment flexibility
and cloud-native
technologies based

Technology Adoption Focus
in the Next 12 months

An increase in using SaaS
to administer workloads

52%

An increase in hybrid
cloud adoption

50%

An increase in multiregion deployments

21%

An increase in
microservices adoption

19%

An increase in service
mesh adoption

16%

Source: MuleSoft/Deloitte 2021 Connectivity
Benchmark Report
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Closing the loop: you will only be successful if your API community thrives
Ensure proper
support and
feedback cycles

Ensure partners can
test APIs before
committing to its
usage

Avoid friction: provide easyto-access and easy-to-grasp
documentation is a
prerequisite for API success

Understand the
Ecosystem
needs

Boost ecosystem
engagement

Promote
collaboration
and co-creation
with partners

Establish API Storefront
& onboarding
procedures

52%
of IT decision-makers
consider that APIs
accelerate
innovation by
enabling partners to
leverage digital
assets at scale

47%
of the top API
initiatives is to create
a developer
ecosystem

Source: MuleSoft/Deloitte 2021 Connectivity
Benchmark Report
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Deloitte has an extended footprint helping organizations thrive in the API Economy
1

2

Plan
Define
Strategy

Align
Organization

Build
Technology

Engage
Ecosystem
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Establish Foundations

Define API Strategy
& Business Model

Scale

Define API Reference
Catalog

• Deloitte Strategic Choice
Cascade

Establish Business
Outcomes & KPIs
Define API
Governance & TOM

Evangelize Ways of
Working

• Governance and operating
model templates (CoE/C4E)

Enable Teams

Design Architecture

Setup Platform

Establish
Foundation Assets

Define Design Guidelines
& Best Practices
Define API Market User
Journey (B2B/B2B2C)

Deloitte Accelerators
& Assets

Define CI/CD
Processes

Build Marketplace
Define RO Strategy
& Ops Model

Build API
Products

• Reference architecture &
foundational guidelines
• API design standards
• Foundational assets & CI/CD
processes*
• B2B API Marketplace
Accelerator for Telcos and
Insurance sectors*

• SAP API Vault

*MuleSoft specific accelerators
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You can find more interesting
figures about the state of
connectivity in MuleSoft 2021
Connectivity Benchmark Report
https://www.mulesoft.com/lp/reports/connectivitybenchmark
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